What attracted you to evolutionary biology? What is more interesting than trying to understand the origin and evolution of both the universe and life? I like the outdoors and furry animals, so I started with ethology (animal behavior) and from there blundered into 'behavioral ecology', the study of the evolution of behavior. Theoretical physics is no doubt highly interesting too, but I would miss the wind blowing in my face while doing it. Theodosius Dobzhansky's adage: "nothing makes sense in biology, except in the light of evolution" is a bit worn-out, but no less true because of that. Of course, we all work on tiny sub-topics: mine is the evolution of cooperation. Oddly enough, I now find myself in a rather unwieldy research institute that does both theoretical physics and evolutionary ethology. The combination makes no sense to me, but perhaps I have a general problem of seeing the sense of things.
What are 'biological markets' and why this odd label? Biological Market Theory (BMT) emphasizes the role partner choice plays in the evolution of cooperative behavior. I admit that the term reeks of organic onions, but our other option 'social selection' was already taken. At the time we introduced BMT cooperation research was dominated by 'partner control' models that saw avoiding being 'cheated' as the core problem. Nobody asked how pairs of cooperating agents form and what consequences this has. Looking at isolated dyads is a bit like trying to understand why peacocks have long trains by observing peacock-peahen interactions only after couples have formed. Ever since Darwin we know, however, that the evolution of the peacock's train can only be understood in the light of mate choice, or, in other words, by observing the entire peacock mating market.
The term 'market' is a metaphor that helps us look at the problem from the right angle. We don't suggest that any old economic model can be taken off the shelf and applied to cooperation among non-human organisms. The market analogy emphasises that changes in supply and/or demand will cause shifts in the exchange rates of the goods or services exchanged. 'Partner choice' is the motor driving this: by picking the most profitable partner(s), agents play their potential partners off against each other. On life-time scales this drives prices down; on evolutionary time scales this leads to the evolution of traits that make individuals more desirable as partners, a process we call 'market selection'.
Do you have a scientific hero? Bob
Trivers. Most of what he proposed may have been proven wrong, but the man just has a sense for the crucial questions. I almost feel bad for having spent most of my career pulling the rug from under one of his many great ideas: 'reciprocal altruism'. Not that it is in itself wrong, but it explains little of the cooperation we see outside human societies.
What is the best advice you've been given? On my first day at university we were told that no more than 2% of us would probably get a job in science, which basically means: "go packing if you don't want to become a school teacher or unemployed". Obviously I ignored it, but correct it was. Students should try forming a realistic picture of the job market and imagining the daily activities a job entails. Sooner or later we all end up with our nose in a computer screen and most professors teach very much the same material repeatedly. Those who think they cannot live without organismal biology should go for the truly exciting questions and get ready to take risks: stretches of bad payment and unemployment, family and love lives disturbed by moving about in global academia and working in wild places, although more harm is probably caused by traffic accidents, robbery and disease than by the odd big beast.
What has been your biggest mistake? I should have applied for a number of nice positions that opened up in the years after I came to Strasbourg. France may be nice for spending one's holidays but there are better places for academics. A millennium of centralism and a multilayered bureaucracy has made the French completely oblivious to the fact that things can also be done in more efficient and congenial ways. Try getting a simple grant to do a straightforward research project with one or two post-docs or PhDs in France. I have enough ideas for such projects, but I basically gave up on them, because I don't want to get bogged down again in complex networks with umpteen research groups and tons of paperwork.
That doesn't mean that I was not happy with the job when I came here. The Max-Planck institute where I worked was closing down, so I urgently needed an alternative to feed the family. Strasbourg meant financial security and still does, has international flair and is centrally located in Western Europe. I had visited France many times, but wasn't prepared for it to be so different from what I had experienced before. Once I realized this I should have made a run for the exit, but I let pass several opportunities in order not to jeopardize the survival of our small research group. I owed something to these people that had done their utter best to get me here. So France meant a dip in my scientific career, but I have no regrets. I could have had more luck, but also considerably less.
What do you think about teaching?
Teaching has been very important for my own development as a scientist. It has broadened my knowledge base, which made me see more options for cross-fertilization between disciplines, and it has deepened my understanding of more distant topics. I consider it a bad idea to free 'elite' researchers from teaching altogether, because in due course they risk becoming rather less elite. A reduced teaching load is fine, but every scientist should teach at least 50 hours a year.
You worked in several European countries with rather different academic systems: which do you like best? I have worked in The Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and France. Things change fast, so comparisons over different periods can be tricky. Nevertheless I dare say that of the four I know first-hand, the Swiss system is the best and the French by far the worst. I'll limit myself to a comparison of these two extremes.
The degree of centralism and level of bureaucracy are key factors. In France's multi-layered, hierarchical and centralized pyramids one rarely meets someone ready to take decisions autonomously. Academic departments are supposed to produce two things: publications and graduated students, but some people in administration seem not to recognize this. Some apparently see it as their main task to check whether teachers did their teaching duties and researchers threw their grant money out of the right window. In spite of bloated administration and service divisions, notably in the CNRS behemoth, one cannot buy material from November till February and weeks pass before a broken media system of a lecture room is repaired. Things worked very differently in Zürich, an impression that was confirmed while working simultaneously in Strasbourg and Basel many years later: in Switzerland everybody, from the secretary to the head of the department, feels responsible for making both research and teaching work. Luckily, such people can be found here too, notably in educational administration.
Apart from a few federal institutions, each Swiss university belongs to one of the cantons, Switzerland's independent micro-states, making them highly autonomous and competitive. In France, all universities are remotely controlled from Paris. Generally things follow the European flow Bologna-style, but at the same time the French have never parted from archaic structures that served them well in the past. This leads to schizophrenic situations with dire consequences. The university system reflects an egalitarian philosophy: a large majority obtains a school certificate that grants access to universities with the same educational standards. But then there are the elite universities known as 'grandes écoles' -scores of students are frustrated for life after flunking the hellish exams to get into these after preparing themselves for two years or more. With few options in between they join the less gifted at mediocre universities. Those opting for medical school risk frustration in another form: the mincer awaits them at the end of the first year. The result is a happy few and armies of no less talented, but now less self-confident young people. The separation of research and teaching, which doubles the administration and halves the contacts between students and researchers, is another example of schizophrenia. The Swiss use their human and financial resources much more efficiently. That is not the whole story, however. The Swiss also spend considerably more money per student and one should perhaps reflect on where that comes from. I'll offer a metaphor: one can drive a 'clean' electric car and forget that the electricity partially comes from nuclear or coal plants.
What is your take on open access?
Open access is not the end of all evil, as some naïve colleagues think. Good quality publications cost money. Sloppy reviewing, editing and onlineonly publishing will likely result in a flood of rubbish. Editors, copy-editors and so on of quality journals, who spend many hours on a single paper, earn salaries and sit in offices. Printing on actual paper can be avoided, but web-based journals have to pay most other costs too. If readers don't pay, authors will, but some live in poor countries and others are lone wolves in rich ones. I prefer having all parties pay their share, even more so when this helps pushing evil printing houses out of the market. We need fair trade in publishing.
You have been active in a number of European interdisciplinary programs: how important is interdisciplinarity? It depends on one's discipline, but in my case it is a logical thing to do. 'Cooperation' is everywhere and there are at least 12 major scientific disciplines that study it. At the start an interdisciplinary program can feel like a waste of time when different approaches, methods and jargons cause Babel-like confusion. Once the ideas from the other camps sink in, however, one learns a lot and sees new angles to approach old problems. Several of the meetings we organized with the help of European programs are among the best I took part in. The hard part is keeping the momentum once the resources dry up.
What is the next big thing in your field? I don't know whether this is informed guessing or vain hoping, but I think that we'll see two developments in my field. First, recognition of the importance of partner choice in multi-agent forms of cooperation. Peer choice in team formation and choice of teams by individuals play a major role in solving social dilemmas and organizing collective action. And second, more attention to the role of learning, not only when choosing strategically among actions in known situations, but notably in recognizing the nature of unknown problems. In real life organisms blunder into situations that are to a greater or lesser extent comparable to what they experienced before. When we describe these situations as games, how do they know what game it is? Who is a player? What are the possible actions? And to which payoffs might these lead? We discuss this in our paper in the 22nd April issue of Current Biology, 'Vervet monkeys solve a multi-player 'forbidden circle' game by queuing to learn restraint', so I guess it is more hoping than predicting what I am doing here.
